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Y8 Beliefs (half term 1).
Exploring beliefs and evaluating why they are
important in peoples’ lives

L7

L6

L5

L4

What are your most
important belief?

Why are beliefs
important?

What do famous
people believe?

Produce a detailed
piece of writing (Eg
speech) that analyses
and evaluates in
detail the major
beliefs in your life
and why they are
important.

Evaluate in detail the
similarities and
differences between
your different
responses reaching a
clear conclusion to
the question

Produce a detailed
biography of your
chosen person which
clearly explains their
key beliefs, reasons
for holding them and
evaluation of how
they affect their lives

Evaluate the effects
that these beliefs
have on your life

Analyse the opinions
of TWO other people
in response to the
question, note down
their response

Analyse the impact
of these beliefs on
your chosen person’s
life

Analyse two
different points of
view (PEA)

Explain at least Two
clear reason which
support your opinion

Explain their key
beliefs and why they
hold them

Explain at least
Two clear reason
which support
your opinion (PEE)

Identify a famous
person who had
strong religious
beliefs and describe
what they are

Give a basic
response to a
philosophical
question
describing your
thoughts

Explain why these
are important beliefs
(you could include
items to show your
key beliefs)

Describe at least
TWO important
beliefs
that you have

Describe your
opinion in response
to the question
above

What are
philosophical
questions?

Evaluate in detail
two points of view
in order to reach a
conclusion (PEA)

Can a game of golf
show God?

Does the Christian
creation story show
God’s existence?

Critically evaluate
the opinions
considering their
strengths and
weaknesses in order
to reach your own
conclusion

As below with
detailed analysis and
evaluation with
consideration of
different
interpretations of the
story

Ask at least one
adult and one peer
about their opinion
on the question,
analysing these.

As below but with
analysis of two points
of view

Explain at least Two
clear reason which
support your
opinion

Produce your display
with relevant
quotation and a
detailed explanation
of your opinion

Describe your
opinion in response
to the question
above

Create a display that
identifies and
describes the key
features of the
creation story. You
include a personal
opinion about the
story

